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Abstract—A polar coding scheme is proposed for the Wiretap
Broadcast Channel with two legitimate receivers and one eavesdropper. We consider a model in which the transmitter wishes to
to reliably send different confidential and private messages to the
different legitimate receivers, and the confidential message must
also be (strongly) secured from the eavesdropper. There are two
different inner-bounds on the achievable region of this model in
the literature. Both are characterized by using Marton’s coding
and the only difference between them is the decoding strategy:
one is characterized by using joint decoding, while the other
uses successive decoding. In this paper we present a polar coding
scheme that achieves the larger inner-bound, and we show that
polar-based joint decoding is crucial for this purpose.

A full version of this paper is accessible at:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.04898
I. I NTRODUCTION
Information-theoretic security over noisy channels was introduced by Wyner in [1], which characterized the secrecycapacity of the degraded wiretap channel. Later, Csiszár and
Körner in [2] generalized Wyner’s results to the general wiretap channel. In these settings, one transmitter wishes to reliably
send one message to a legitimate receiver, while keeping it
secret from an eavesdropper, where secrecy is defined based
on a condition on some information-theoretic measure that is
fully quantifiable. One of these measures is the information
leakage, defined as the mutual information I(S; Z n ) between
a uniformly distributed random message S and the channel
observations Z n at the eavesdropper, n being the number of
uses of the channel. Based on this measure, the most common
secrecy conditions required to be satisfied by channel codes
are the weak secrecy, which requires limn→∞ n1 I(S; Z n ) = 0,
and the strong secrecy, requiring limn→∞ I(S; Z n ) = 0.
Information-theoretic security has been extended to a large
variety of contexts, and polar codes [3] have become increasingly popular in this topic due to their easily provable secrecy
capacity achieving property. Secrecy capacity achieving polar
codes for the binary symmetric degraded wiretap channel were
introduced in [4] and [5], satisfying the weak and the strong
secrecy condition, respectively. Recently, polar coding has
been extended to the general wiretap channel in [6]–[9] and to
different multiuser scenarios (for instance, see [10] and [11]).
This paper presents the main aspects of a polar coding
scheme for a model over the Wiretap Broadcast Channel
(WTBC) where transmitter wants to reliably send different
confidential (and non-confidential) messages to two different

legitimate receivers in the presence of an eavesdropper. This
model generalizes the one considered in [12], where only
common information is intended for both receivers.
There are two different inner-bounds on the achievable
region of this model in the literature: [13, Theorem 2] and
[14, Theorem 1]. The random coding techniques used to
characterize the bounds are almost the same and the only
difference is the decoding strategy: joint decoding in the
former and successive decoding in the later.
We provide a polar coding scheme that achieves the innerbound in [13] (which includes the one in [14]). Our polar
coding scheme is based in part on the one described in [15]
that achieves Marton’s region of broadcast channels without
secrecy constraints, and the one described in [12]. In Marton’s
coding we have three different layers: one inner-layer that
must be decoded by both legitimate receivers, and two outerlayers such that each one conveys information intended only
for one receiver. Due to the non-degradedness condition of
channels, the coding scheme requires the use of a chaining
which induces bidirectional dependencies between adjacent
blocks. We show that joint and successive decoding have their
counterpart in polar coding, and jointly decoding allows to
enlarge the achievable region for a particular input distribution.
Indeed, due to the polar-based jointly decoding, the coding
scheme needs to build a chaining that introduces dependencies
between different encoding layers of adjacent blocks.
II. C HANNEL MODEL AND ACHIEVABLE REGION
A WTBC (X , pY(1) Y(2) Z|X , Y(1) × Y(2) × Z) with 2 legitimate receivers and an external eavesdropper is characterized by the probability transition function pY(1) Y(2) Z|X ,
where X ∈ X denotes the channel input, Y(k) ∈ Y(k)
denotes the channel output corresponding to the legitimate
receiver k ∈ [1, 2], and Z ∈ Z denotes the channel output
corresponding to the eavesdropper. Now, we consider a model,
namely Multiple Information over the WTBC (MI-WTBC), in
which the transmitter wishes to send two private messages
W1 and W2 , and two confidential messages S1 and S2 ,
where W1 and S1 are intended to legitimate Receiver 1, and
W2 and S2 are intended to legitimate Receiver
 2. A code
nR
nR
nR
nR
d2 W(1) e, d2 S(1) e, d2 W(2) e, d2 S(2) e, n for the MIWTBC consists of two private message sets W(1) and W(2)


nR
where W(k) , 1, d2 W(k) e for k ∈ [1, 2], two confidential


nR
message sets S(1) and S(2) where S(k) , 1, d2 S(k) e for

k ∈ [1, 2], an encoding function f : W(1) × S(1) × W(2) ×
S(2) → X n that maps (w(1) , w(2) , s(1) , s(2) ) to a codeword
xn , and two decoding functions g(1) and g(2) such that
n
g(k) : Y(k)
→ W(k) ×S(k) (k ∈ [1, 2]) maps the k-th legitimate
n
receiver observations y(k)
to the estimates (ŵ(k) , ŝ(k) ). The
reliability condition to be satisfied by this code is given by
h
i
lim P (W(k) , S(k) ) 6= (Ŵ(k) , Ŝ(k) ) = 0, k ∈ [1, 2]. (1)

(Ŵ(1) , Ŝ(1) )
(Ŵ(2) , Ŝ(2) )

III. P OLAR CODING SCHEME

n→∞

n→∞

A tuple of rates (RW(1) , RS(1) , RW(2) , RS(2) ) ∈
is achievable for the MI-WTBC if a  sequence
nR
nR
nR
nR
d2 W(1) e, d2 S(1) e, d2 W(2) e, d2 S(2) e, n codes
satisfy the reliability and secrecy conditions (1) and
respectively exists. This model is represented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Channel model: MI-WTBC.

References [13, Theorem 2] and [14, Theorem 1] define
two different inner-bounds on the capacity region of this
model. Indeed, the inner-bound in [13] only consider the
case where RW(1) = RW(2) , 0. In this situation, for a
particular input distribution, the inner-bound in [13] is strictly
larger than the one in [14]. However, in general we cannot
affirm that the inner-bound in [13] is strictly larger than the
one in [14] because the rate tuples that are included only in
[13] for a particular input distribution may be in [14] under
another distribution. Moreover, the region in [14] imposes
I(V ; Z) ≤ I(V ; Y(k) ) for any k ∈ [1, 2], V being an auxiliary
input random variable, while this condition is not imposed in
[13]. The coding techniques used in [13] and [14] are Marton’s
coding and rate splitting in conjunction with superposition and
binning, and the only difference is the decoding strategy: joint
decoding in [13] and successive decoding in [14].
For compactness of notation, let k ∈ [1, 2] and k̄ , [1, 2] \ k.
The following proposition defines an inner-bound on the
achievable region for the MI-WTBC.

(1)
(2)
Proposition 1: RMI-WTBC , Conv RMI-WTBC ∪ RMI-WTBC
defines an inner-bound on the achievable region of the MIWTBC, where for k ∈ [1, 2]:
(k)

RMI-WTBC

R

 S(k)



RS(k̄)

[
,
RS(k)
P 



RS


 (k̄)

I † , max{I(V ; Y(1) ), I(V ; Y(2) ), I(V ; Z)}
Remark 1: Since the previous inner-bound on the achievable
region of the MI-WTBC cannot be enlarged by considering
general distributions pX|V U(1) U(2) , the channel input X can
be restricted to be any deterministic function of (V U(1) U(2) ).
The region in Prop. 1 is based on the one in [13]. Indeed,
if we assume an input distribution such that I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤
(2)
I(V ; Y(2) ), then the corner point of RMI-WTBC is not achievable in [14]. Moreover, RMI-WTBC does not restrict the input
distribution to satisfy I(V ; Z) ≤ I(V ; Y(k) ) for any k ∈ [1, 2].
In Section III we describe the main aspects of the polar
coding scheme when it operates to achieve the corner point of
(2)
RMI-WTBC for I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤ I(V ; Y(2) ). In Section IV we show
that polar-based joint decoding is crucial for this purpose.

The strong secrecy condition is measured in terms of the
information leakage and is given by

lim I S(1) S(2) ; Z n = 0.
(2)



where P contains all distributions pV U(1) U(2) XY(1) Y(2) Z such
that (V U(1) U(2) ) − X − (Y(1) , Y(2) , Z) forms a Markov chain
and I(U(1) ; Y(1) |V ) + I(U(2) ; Y(2) |V ) ≥ I(U(1) ; U(2) |V ); and


≤ I(V U(k) ; Y(k) ) − I(V U(k) ; Z)




≤ I(V U(k̄) ; Y(k̄) ) − I(U(k̄) ; U(k) |V )




†
−I(U(k̄) ; Z|V U(k) ) − I
,

+ RW(k) ≤ I(V U(k) ; Y(k) )



+ RW(k̄) ≤ I(V U(k̄) ; Y(k̄) ) − I(U(k̄) ; U(k) |V )



†
−I + I(V ; Z),

Under the assumption I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤ I(V ; Y(2) ), the polar
coding scheme must contemplate three different situations:
Situation 1: when I(V ; Z) ≤ I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤ I(V ; Y(2) ),
Situation 2: when I(V ; Y(1) ) < I(V ; Z) ≤ I(V ; Y(2) ),
Situation 3: when I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤ I(V ; Y(2) ) < I(V ; Z).
Due to space constraints, we consider the Situation 1 only,
and we describe a polar code that achieves the corner point
(2)
?2
?2
(RS?2(1) , RS?2(2) , RW
, RW
) ⊂ RMI-WTBC of Prop. 1, where
(1)
(2)
RS?2(2) , H(V U(2) |Z) − H(V U(2) |Y(2) ),

(3)

RS?2(1)

, H(U(1) |V U(2) Z) − H(U(1) |V Y(1) )

(4)

, H(V U(2) ) − H(V U(2) |Z),

(5)

?2
RW
(2)

?1
RW
, H(U(1) |V U(2) ) − H(U(1) |V U(2) Z).
(1)

(6)

?2
?2
Notice that (RS?2(1) , RS?2(2) , RW
, RW
) corresponds to the
(1)
(2)
case where, for a given distribution pV U(1) U(2) XY(1) Y(2) Z , we
set the maximum rate for the confidential and private messages
intended for Receiver 2, and then we set the maximum possible
rates of the remaining messages associated to Receiver 1.
Consider a Discrete Memoryless Source (DMS)

(V ×U(1) ×U(2) ×X ×Y(1) × Y(2) ×Z, pV U(1) U(2) XY(1) Y(2) Z )
that represents the input (V, U(1) , U(2) , X) and output
(Y(1) , Y(2) , Z) random variables of the MI-WTBC, where
|V| = |U(1) | = |U(2) | = |X | , 2. Associated to V , we define
the polar transform An , V n Gn and the sets


(n)
HV , j ∈ [1, n] : H A(j) A1:j−1 ≥ 1 − δn ,


(n)
LV , j ∈ [1, n] : H A(j) A1:j−1 ≤ δn ,


(n)
HV |Z , j ∈ [1, n] : H A(j) A1:j−1 Z n ≥ 1 − δn ,


(n)
n
LV |Y(k) , j ∈ [1, n] : H A(j) A1:j−1 Y(k)
≤ δn ,

where k ∈ [1, 2]. For the random variable U(k) , being k ∈
n
n
[1, 2], we define the polar transform T(k)
, U(k)
Gn . In order

(n)

C0
(n)

C2

(2)

to achieve the corner point of RMI-WTBC , we define

(n)
1:j−1 n 
V
HU(2) |V , j ∈ [1, n] : H T(2) (j) T(2)
≥ 1 − δn ,

(n)
1:j−1 n 
≤ δn ,
LU(2) |V , j ∈ [1, n] : H T(2) (j) T(2) V

(n)
1:j−1 n n 
V Z ≥ 1 − δn ,
HU(2) |V Z , j ∈ [1, n] : H T(2) (j) T(2)

(n)
1:j−1 n n 
LU(2) |V Y(2) , j ∈ [1, n] : H T(2) (j) T(2)
V Y(2) ≤ δn .
associated to U(2) ; and associated to U(1) , we define

(n)
1:j−1 n n 
HU(1) |V U(2) , j ∈ [n] : H T(1) (j) T(1)
V U(2) ≥ 1−δn ,

(n)
1:j−1 n n 
V U(2) ≤ δn ,
LU(1) |V U(2) , j ∈ [n] : H T(1) (j) T(1)
(n)

HU(1) |V U(2) Z


1:j−1 n n
, j ∈ [n] : H T(1) (j) T(1)
V U(2) Z n ≥ 1−δn ,

(n)
1:j−1 n n 
LU(1) |V Y(1) , j ∈ [n] : H T(1) (j) T(1)
V Y(1) ≤ δn .
Consider that the encoding takes place over L blocks
indexed by i ∈ [1, L]. At Block i ∈ [1, L], the encoder will
construct Ãni , which will carry part of the confidential and
private message that is intended for legitimate Receiver 2.
n
Then, the encoder first constructs T̃(2),i
, which will depend
on Ṽin = Ãni Gn and will carry the remaining parts of the
confidential and private messages intended for Receiver 2.

n
n
Then, the encoder forms T̃(1),i
, which depends on Ṽin , T̃(2),i
.
n
n
Finally, it will obtain Ũ(k),i = T̃(k),i Gn for k ∈ [1, 2]
and deterministically form X̃in . The codeword X̃ n then is
n
n
transmitted over the WTBC inducing (Ỹ(1),i
, Ỹ(2),i
, Z̃in ).
A. Construction of the inner-layer

(n)

G0

(n)

G1

(n)

G2

(n)

G1,2

(n)

(n)

, G (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,
C
(n)
(n)
, G (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,
C
(n)
(n)
, G (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,
C
C
(n)
(n)
, G (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

and the following partition of the set C (n) :
(n)

C0

(n)

C1

(n)

C2

(n)

C1,2

(n)

(n)

, C (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,
C
(n)
(n)
, C (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,
C
(n)
(n)
, C (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) ,
C
C
(n)
(n)
, C (n) ∩ LV |Y(1) ∩ LV |Y(2) .
(n)

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Recall that Ãi [HV ], i ∈ [1, L], is suitable for storing uniformly distributed random sequences, and Ãi [G (n) ] is suitable

(n)

C1

(n)

(n)

G1,2

G2

(n)

G1
(n)

G0

Fig. 2: Graphical representation of the sets in (7)–(14). The indices
inside the soft and dark gray area form G (n) and C (n) respectively.
(n)
(n)
The indices that form HV ∩ (LV |Y )C are those inside the red
(1)
(n)
(n)
curve, while those inside the blue curve form HV ∩ (LV |Y )C .
(2)

for storing information to be secured from the eavesdropper.
(n)
(n)
Also, sets with subscript k ∈ [1, 2] form HV \ LV |Y(k) , and
the elements of Ãni corresponding to this set of indices are
required by Receiver k to reliably reconstruct Ãni entirely.
In Situation 1 we have the condition I(V ; Z) ≤ I(V ; Y1 ) ≤
I(V ; Y2 ). As seen in [12], for n sufficiently large this condition
imposes the following restriction on the size of previous sets:
(n)

G1

(n)

− C2

(n)

≥ G2

(n)

− C1

(n)

(n)

≥ C1,2 − G0

,

which entails having to consider four different cases. In this
(n)
(n)
paper we consider the Case A only, where |G1 | > |C2 |,
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
|G2 | > |C1 | and |G0 | ≥ |C1,2 |.

Block 1

The method of forming Ãn1:L is very similar to the one
(n)
described in [12]. Thus, we define G (n) , HV |Z and C (n) ,

(n)
(n)
(n) C
HV ∩ HV |Z , which form a partition of HV . Moreover,
we also define the following partition of the set G (n) :

(n)

C1,2

Block 2

Block 3
(n)

Fig. 3: Representation of the encoding of Ã1:L [HV ] (L = 3), which
carries the private and confidential messages intended for Receiver 2.
(n)

The encoding of Ã1:L [HV ] is as follows. At Block i ∈
[1, L], the encoder stores part of the private message intended
for Receiver 2 in Ãi [C (n) ] (red symbols at Block 2 in Fig. 3).
Then, it repeats entries of bad indices (only) for Receiver 1
in some good entries of Block i − 1 (red squares). Similarly,
it repeats entries of bad indices (only) for Receiver 2 in some
entries of Block i + 1 (red circles). These entries are not
repeated directly, but they are previously encrypted by using
a secret-key that is reused in all blocks (circles with a line
through them). Moreover, it also repeats entries of bad indices
for both receivers in Block i−1 and Block i+1 (red triangles).
Indeed, for i ∈ [2, L − 1], these elements are repeated after
modulo-2 addition with ones from Block i − 2 and i + 2
respectively. Consequently, at Block i ∈ [1, L], some indices
suitable for confidential information must be used also to
allocate repetitions of private information of adjacent blocks.
As in [12], at Block i ∈ [2, L − 1] the confidential information
intended for Receiver 2 is placed into those elements good for
Receiver 1 that are still available (bright green shaded regions

at Block 2). Then, those that correspond to the bad indices for
Receiver 2 will be repeated to the next block (purple crosses).
In [12], the remaining entries store a sequence that is replicated
in all blocks (grey pentagons). Nevertheless, now only those
that correspond to the bad indices for both receivers replicate
this sequence, and the remaining elements of good indices
(V )
for Receiver 2, namely Π(1),i , store additional confidential
information (dark green shaded region in all blocks).
As in [12], we construct the remaining entries of Ãn1:L by
means of Successive Cancellation (SC) encoding: one part will
be draw deterministically while the other randomly [16]. Also,
part of these elements will be secretly send to both receivers
by incurring a negligible rate penalty, jointly with part of Ãn1
and ÃnL required to initialize the decoding algorithms.
B. Encoding of outer-layer associated to Receiver 2
Besides the previous sets associated to U(2) , we define
(n)

F0

(n)
F2
(n)
J0
(n)
J2

(n)

(n)

, HU(2) |V Z ∩ LU(2) |V Y(2) ,
,

(n)
HU(2) |V Z

,

(n)
HU(2) |V
(n)
HU(2) |V

\

∩

(n)
LU(2) |V Y(2) ,
C
(n)
HU(2) |V Z
C
(n)
HU(2) |V Z

(15)
(16)
∩

(n)
LU(2) |V Y(2) ,

(17)

(n)
LU(2) |V Y(2 .

∩
\
(18)
 (n) 
For i ∈ [1, L], T̃(2),i HU(2) |V will be suitable for stor,

Ṽin ,

ing uniform
that are independent of
and
 (n) sequences
(n) 
is suitable for storing information to be
T̃(2),i F0 ∪ F2
 (n)
(n) 
secured from the eavesdropper. Moreover, T̃(2),i F2 ∪ J2
is the uniformly distributed part independent of Ṽin needed by
n
n
Receiver 2 to reliably reconstruct T̃(2),i
from Ỹ(2),i
and Ṽ2n .
We assume I(U(k) ; Y(k) |V ) ≥ I(U(k) ; Z|V ) (see Remark 2).
Thus, besides the partition defined in (15)–(18), we define
(n)

D2

(n)

, any subset of F0

(n)

with size J2

.

(19)

The encoding is as follows. At block i ∈ [1, L], the encoder
stores the remaining part of the private
message intended
for
 (n)
(n)
(n) 
Receiver 2 in T̃(2),i J0 ∪ J2 . The elements T̃(2),i J2
correspond to bad indices for Receiver
2, and they
are repeated
 (n)
(n) 
at the next block in T̃(2),i+1 D2 ⊆ T̃(2),i+1 F0 . Indeed,
they are not repeated directly but they are previously encrypted
by using a secret-key that is reused in all blocks. At Block 1,
the confidential
message intended for Receiver 2 is stored into
 (n)
(n) 
T̃(2),1 F0 ∪F2 . Otherwise, at Block [2, L], it is stored into
 (n) 
 (n) 
 (n)

T̃(2),i F0 \ D2 , and T̃(2),i F2
replicates F̃(2),1 F2 .
n
The remaining entries of T̃(2),1:L
are drawn by SC encoding.
Part of them together with others from Block 1 and L will be
secretly send to receivers by incurring a negligible rate penalty.
Remark 2: If I(U(2) ; Y(2) |V ) < I(U(2) ; Z|V ), notice that
(n)
(n)
F0
− J2
< 0. Consequently, for i ∈ [1, L − 1] the
 (n) 
encoder cannot repeat T̃(2),i J2
at Block i + 1. Therefore,
under this assumption, part of this sequence that cannot be
repeated in the outer-layer will be repeated in some elements
of the inner-layer. This will be possible because we assume
input distributions such that RS?2(2) in (3) is strictly positive.

C. Encoding of outer-layer associated to Receiver 1
Besides the previous sets associated to U(1) , we define
(n)

, HU(1) |V U(2) Z ∩ LU(1) |V Y(1) ,

(n)

, HU(1) |V U(2) Z \ LU(1) |V Y(1) ,

Q0
Q1

(n)

(n)

(n)

(n)

(20)
(21)

(n)

(n)

C

(n)

(n)

C

(n)

, HU(1) |V U(2) ∩ HU(1) |V U(2) Z

(n)

, HU(1) |V U(2) ∩ HU(1) |V U(2) Z

B0
B1

(n)

∩ LU(1) |V Y(1) , (22)
\ LU(1) |V Y(1) .

(n)

(23)

 (n)

For i ∈ [1, L], T̃(1),i HU(1) |V U(2) will be suitable for storing
uniformly distributed random
sequences that are independent
 (n)
(n)
n
of (Ṽin , Ũ(2),i
), and T̃(1),i Q0 ∪ Q1
will be suitable for
storing information to be secured
from
the eavesdropper.
 (n)
(n)
Moreover, the elements of T̃(1),i B1 ∪ Q1
are required
n
by Receiver 1 to reliably construct the entire sequence T̃(1),i
n
from (Ṽin , Ỹ(1),i
). Additionally, we define
(n)

O1

(n)

, any subset of Q0
with size

(n)

N1

(n)
M1

(n)

HU(1) |V U(2)
(n)

C

(n)

, any subset of Q0 \ O1
, any subset of
(n)

with size G1

(n)
Q0

+

(n)

(n)

∩ HU(1) |V \ LU(1) |V Y(1) ,

(n)
\ (O1
(n)
C1 −

(n)

with size B1
(n)
∪ N1 )
(n)
G2 −

(n)

C2

,

.

n
The construction of T̃(1),1:L
associated to Receiver 1 is as
follows. At Block i ∈ [1, L], the encoder stores the private
(n)
(n) 
message intended for Receiver 1 in T̃(1),i B0 ∪ B1 . The
 (n) 
(U )
entries Θ(1),i , T̃(1),i B1 correspond to bad indices for Re (n) 
 (n) 
ceiver 1 and are repeated in T̃(1),i−1 N1
⊆ T̃(1),i−1 Q0
from the previous block. At Block 1, intothe elements
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
, the encoder
T̃(1),1 Q0 ∪ Q1 \ O1 ∪ N1 ∪ M1
stores the confidential message
intended
for
Receiver
1; at
 (n)
(n)
(n)
(n) 
conBlock i ∈ [2, L−1], T̃(1),i Q0 \ O1 ∪N1 ∪M1
tains this
message;
and
at
Block
L,
this
message
is
stored
into
 (n) 
 (n) 
T̃(1),L Q0 . Indeed, for i ∈ [2, L], T̃(1),i Q1
replicates
 (n) 
T̃(1),1 Q1 . Furthermore, for i ∈ [2, L], the encoder repeats
 (n) 
(V )
Π(1),i in T̃(1),i−1 M1 , which contains part of the confidential message intended for Receiver 2 stored in Ãni . Finally, for
(n)
n
i ∈ [2, L], T̃(1),i−1 [O1 ] repeats a sequence from T̃(1),i
that
 (n)
C 
is problematic. Indeed, for i ∈ [1, L], T̃(1),i HU(1) |V U(2) Z
is drawn by means of SC encoding.
sequence
C The problematic
(U )
(n)
(n)
(n)
is O(1),i , T̃(1),i HU(1) |V U(2) ∩ HU(1) |V \ LU(1) |V Y(1)
because it is non-negligible with respect to the blocklength
n, corresponds to bad indices of Receiver 1, and is not
uniformly-distributed. Consequently, it cannot be repeated
directly and is previously encrypted by using a secret-key that
is reused in all blocks. The secret-key ensures that the repeated
sequence is uniform and, consequently, it can be stored in
(n)
T̃(1),i−1 HU(1) |V U(2) Z without introducing distortion.

n
n
Finally, the encoder obtains X̃in , f Ṽin , Ũ(1),i
, Ũ(2),i
.
n
The transmitter sends X̃i over the WTBC, which induces
n
n
the channel outputs (Ỹ(1),i
, Ỹ(2),i
, Z̃in ). Additionally, part of

n
T̃(1),i−1
needed to initialize the decoding algorithms will be
secretly send to receivers by incurring a negligible rate penalty.

IV. J OINT DECODING VS . SUCCESSIVE DECODING
In this section we discuss the importance of joint decoding
to achieve the corner point of RMI-WTBC defined in (3)–(6)
when I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤ I(V ; Y(1) ) ≤ I(V ; Z). Since the polar coding scheme is based on Marton’s coding, Receiver k ∈ [1, 2]
needs to reliably decode the inner-layer before being able to
decode its associated outer-layer. From the additional transmission needed to initialize the decoding
algorithm,
Receiver
k

 (n)
C
(n)
.
Also,
knows, for i ∈ [1, L], Φ(k),i
,
Ã
H
\
L
i
V
V |Y(k)

(n)
(n)
Υ(1) , Ã1 HV \LV |Y(1) is known by Receiver 1 (entries
into the red curve at Block
 1 in Fig. 3), and Receiver 2 knows
(n)
(n)
Υ(2) , ÃL HV \LV |Y(2) (ones in the blue curve at Block L).
First, consider that Receiver k ∈ [1, 2] uses successive
decoding, which means having to decode Ãni , for all i ∈ [1, L],
n
before moving to decode its associated outer-layer T̃(k),i
.
Receiver 2, which decodes backward, from (Υ(2) , Φ(2),L )
obtains ÃnL entirely. In Figure 3, notice that the elements
corresponding to its bad indices at Block i (inside the blue
curve) are previously decoded at Block i+1 and, consequently,
Receiver 2 is able to reconstruct Ãni for all i ∈ [1, L].
Receiver 1, which decodes forward, is able to obtain Ãn1
entirely from (Υ(1) , Φ(1),1 ). In Figure 3, notice that only part
of the elements corresponding to its bad indices at Block i
(inside the red curve) are previously decoded at Block i − 1.
Indeed, the elements that are problematic are those in the
(V )
sequence Π(1),i (dark green shaded region), which is not
n
repeated in the inner-layer but in the outer-layer T̃(1),i−1
associated to Receiver 1. Consequently, this later receiver is
not able to reconstruct Ãni , for all i ∈ [1, L] before moving to
decode its associated outer-layer.
On the other hand, consider that Receiver k ∈ [1, 2] uses
joint decoding, which means having to decode Ãni and then
n
n
),
T̃(k),i
for some i ∈ [1, L], before decoding (Ãnm , T̃(k),m
where m = i+1 for Receiver 1, and m = i−1 for Receiver 2.
In this case, not only Receiver 2 is able to reliably reconstruct
n
both Ãni and T̃(k),i
for all i ∈ [1, L], but also Receiver 1 does.
Now, notice that this later receiver will obtain the problematic
(V )
n
sequence Π(1),i when decoding T̃(k),i−1
and, therefore, it is
n
able to reliably reconstruct Ãi .
In fact, in the full version of the paper we show that, with
joint decoding, the inner-layer is able to carry confidential information intended for Receiver 2 at rate I(V ; Y(2) )−I(V ; Z).
Although this rate is greater than the one that Receiver 1 can
reliably decode—because I(V ; Y(2) ) ≥ I(V ; Y(1) )—, we have
mentioned that it will be achievable because the outer-layer
associated to this receiver will sacrifice part of its corresponding rate—specifically, it will sacrifice I(V ; Y(2) ) − I(V ; Y(1) ).
Otherwise, with successive decoding, notice that the problem(V )
atic sequence Π(1),i could not contain useful information, but
padding elements replicated in all blocks so that both receivers
are able to reconstruct the inner-layer first (see [12]). In this
case, the inner-layer could only convey useful information at
rate I(V ; Y(1) ) − I(V ; Z).

Remark 3: In this paper, due to space constraints, we have
explained for one case only why joint decoding allows to
enlarge the capacity region for a particular input distribution.
Nevertheless, in the full version of the paper we have showed
that joint decoding is crucial in other situations: input distributions such that I(V ; Z) ≤ I(V ; Y(k) ), k ∈ [1, 2], can only be
considered if the polar coding scheme uses joint decoding.
Despite these other situations could seem irrelevant if we
consider confidential messages rates only, they are important
when the private messages rates are also taken into account.
V. C ONCLUSION
A strongly secure polar coding scheme has been proposed
for the WTBC with two legitimate receivers and one eavesdropper. This polar code achieves the best known inner-bound
on the achievable region of the MI-WTBC model, where
transmitter wants to send different private and confidential
messages to two different receivers. This model generalizes
the ones in [12] and [15] and, consequently, the chaining
structure of the polar coding scheme is not straightforward
from previous results.
Moreover, in this paper we have described one situation
where polar-based joint decoding is crucial for the polar
coding scheme to achieve a particular rate tuple of this innerbound. In fact, in the full version of the paper we show that
the coding scheme must consider different cases and situations,
and polar-based decoding is crucial in most of them.
The polar coding scheme uses different secret keys whose
length is negligible in terms of rate, and which are previously
shared between transmitter and legitimate receivers. On the
one hand, we use a secret-key for repeating some elements
from Block i to Block (i − 1) or (i + 1), which is reused
in all blocks and therefore its length is negligible when the
number of transmission blocks is large enough. This key is
needed for proving that the polar coding scheme satisfies the
strong secrecy condition although we conjecture that its use is
not necessary. On the other hand, we use a secret-key, which
is also negligible, in order to privately send the additional
transmission required to initialize the decoding algorithms.
Finally, we need an additional secret-key in order to randomize
elements from one outer-layer that are drawn by successive
cancellation encoding (not uniformly distributed) and must be
repeated in some adjacent block.
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